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PEASANTS  AND  LANDLORDS  1N  LATER MEDIEVAL ENGLAND.
E.B. Fryde. Paperback edition, 1999.  Alan Sutton Publishing, Stroud. £14.99.

ISBN  0—7509—2255—9.

This  last book by the  late  Professor  Fryde, first published as a hardback in
1996, is a difficult one to classify.  Some  of it formally summarises the work of
other historians. Other sections are based on original research or argue
strongly for particular points of  View  in ways  more  characteristic of a  mono-
graph.  These  divergent aspects of the book are best reconciled by regarding
it as a collection of  essays, even if an exceptionally well-focused one.  Viewed
in this. way, it is easier to appreciate those chapters that are little more than
clusters of short notes (especially 16).  It  also  allows the reader to enjoy more
the somewhat undeveloped chapters on the wool trade (6, 7), which contain
new and valuable ideas and information but which do not  integrate  particu-
larly well with other themes in the volume. The book ranges widely over
England, but  some  chapters report Fryde’s own studies in the records of
Worcester Priory, and he contributes some footnotes to the well-known study
of  those  estates by Christopher Dyer.

The chief interest of the  book  lies in Fryde’s over-riding concern with one of
the central difficulties of fifteenth-century social history. He does not strike a
wholly coherent course, and the reader  detects  occasional false  moves  and

inconsistencies, but there is considerable fascination in sorting through  them.
The problem is easily stated. On the one hand historians concerned to explain
the decline of serfdom (often treated as equivalent to  ‘the  decline of
Feudalism’) have had to do so—whatever theoretical background they choose
to adopt—in terms of the weakening authority of landlords, since the  loss  of
powers  over  serfs was demonstrably resisted  by lords and happened against
their will. 0n the other hand the development of agrarian capitalism has
characteristically been explained as the outcome of aggression by landlords
against  small tenants, in order to concentrate land into large units capable of
generating larger surpluses.  This  development implies  a  strengthening of land-
lords, sometimes so much against the will of tenants that they resisted. The
apparent  contradictoriness  of  these  analyses creates the dilemma Fryde has
tackled. Acknowledging a particular debt to R.H. Tawney, he stresses the con-
trast between them more  than  most historians have done in recent years. Even
historians sceptical of the volume or historical significance of evictions before
the  15305, and less respectful than Fryde towards  Tudor  agrarian policy,
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should have  no difficulty in accepting that  there is  a  real problem. Neither the

numerous instances of aggression he records, nor the establishment rhetoric of

the early sixteenth century that he draws on, are compatible with the idea  that
landlords had become powerless against  their  tenants or incapable of doing

them harm.
One  rough  and ready answer to the conundrum is to introduce a chonolog-

ical divide, and to say that landlords were growing weaker before some date

(say 1485) because of economic contraction but  then  grew stronger afterwards

because of economic growth. The logic of some such structure is perhaps the
chief reason why so many historians have considered the late fifteenth century

as the beginning of a distinctive (‘capitalist’) upswing of economic  expansion.
Fryde knows too much to settle for this conclusion, despite occasional waver-

ing towards it. His chapter 17 (‘Towards Economic Revival, c. 1470—c.  1525’)
demonstrates what little confidence can be put in this argument; the  ‘towards’
and ‘revival’ in his chapter title are both significant. Another argument he pro-

poses  with more conviction is that about 1485 the rising profitability of  sheep-
farming introduced new incentives to convert arable to pasture. In this he is
surely correct, but its bearing on the problem in hand is unclear. It is unlikely

(despite Fryde’s uncharacteristically incautious and unwarranted assertion to

the contrary on pp. 145 and 155) that there was more conversion of arable

to pasture in the  later  fifteenth century than  earlier, and it is far from obvious

that the incidence of aggression against tenants increased. Fryde’s best con-

temporary evidence for compulsory depopulation  in the West Midlands (that

of John Rous) relates to the period between 1348 and 1485. If Rous was right in

describing the desertion of villages in Warwickshire as the result of landlord

aggression, then it belongs to the phase of agrarian recession alongside many

instances of landlords capitulating to tenant demands.
Fryde’s  best  argument  (stated as early as p. 4) is  that  only certain aspects

of serfdom were modified in the context of declining land values, and that in

particular  contexts  tenants remained as vulnerable as ever to arbitrary landlord

power. He does not  explain  this whblly in terms of changes in tenure from

custom to contract; he doubts, in  fact, whether lords evicting tenants always

had law on their  side.  The freedom of lords wanting to evict communities to

create  sheep runs was wholly different from that of  those  wanting to preserve

the status quo. Once a landlord decided he no longer wanted to hold tenants,

but rather to create  a  sheep run or a park, the institutions of customary law

were rather favourable to his purpose, since it was still very unlikely that even

copyhold tenants could secure any redress from courts of  common  law.
This  argument, which  does  not depend upon any unwarranted twisting of

what historians already know, has more interesting features than there is space
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here  to discuss. If the arbitrary power of landlords was as structurally implicit
in rural institutions in 1530ias in 1100, and if the chief brake on  their  aggression
was the superior advantage of pursuing self-interest by non-aggressive means,
then—whatever the precise incidence of evictions under the early Tudors—the
arbitrariness of sixteenth-century capitalism has affinity with that of Anglo-
Norman feudalism. When it did not pay landlords to abide by accepted norms
they disregarded them. One interesting contrast, in  that case, is that kings of
the late fifteenth and early sixteenth  centuries purported to mind about  this,
whereas eleventh-century ones did not. But there is obviously much more to the
argument  than that.

RICHARD BRITNELL

NICHOLAS LOVE  AT  WASEDA: PROCEEDINGS  OF THE  INTER-
NATIONAL CONFERENCE 20—22 JULY 1995.  Edited by Shoichi Oguro,
Richard Beadle and Michael G. Sargent.  1997.  D.S. Brewer, Cambridge.
£40.00. ISBN 0-85991-500—X.

Nicholas  Love’s  Mirror  of the  Blessed  Life  of Jesu  Christ  is a translation and
adaptation of  a  Latin life of Christ, Meditationes Vitae Christi, traditionally
attributed to St Bonaventure but now thought to be the work of  a  later
Franciscan, possibly the fourteenth-century Italian John of Caulibus.
Successively rector and pri9r of the Charterhouse of  Mount  Grace in York-
shire, Love  must have translated the  Meditationes  in the first decade of the

fifteenth century, for in 1410  Thomas  Arundel, Archbishop of Canterbury,
issued  a  certificate of approval of the work which is reproduced in several of
the manuscripts. In translating the  Meditationes, Love made both  omissions
from and additions to his  source, with the aim of making it accessible to a
vernacular readership, and in this he appears to have been successful: over fifty
complete manuscripts of the  Mirror  survive, making it one of the most widely
circulated fifteenth-century vernacular  texts.

This  volume presents the proceedings of a conference held at Waseda,
Tokyo, in 1995 to mark the acquisition by Waseda University in  1986  of  a
manuscript of the  Mirror, now Waseda University Library MS NE 3691.
Appropriately for  a  text  that was intended to be used devotionally, a  principal
emphasis among the contributions is on what can be learned about the
reception of  Love’s  work.

In the opening essay in the collection, Richard Beadle  examines  Love’s
conception of ‘devout imagination’, which appears in the frequent  invitations
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to the reader to meditate imaginatively on the events of Christ’s life as
described in the  text.  This  was evidently developed from dramatic elements in
the liturgy, and was an influence on later treatments of the gospel narratives in
the mystery plays; it can be  seen, Beadle  suggests, as ‘an especially eloquent
expression of the dramatic sensibility in late medieval culture’.

In an examination of the evidence for the early ownership and readership of
the  Mirror, Carol Meale shows that  Love’s  work found a wide audience,

including not only religious and the lay aristocracy but also members of the
gentry and burgess classes.  Women  feature prominently among owners and
users  of the  text:  they may have responded positively to  Love’s  suggestion  that
his work might be read aloud (perhaps over  a  family meal), his emphasis on the
meekness of Christ and Mary, and the prominent place given to women in his
narrative.

In perhaps the most interesting essay in the collection, M.B. Parkes
examines  the variation in punctuation in some of the surviving copies of the
Mirror.  An analysis of the treatment in six manuscripts of a  passage  from the
archangel  Michael’s  speech to Christ in the garden of Gethsemane, for
example, shows one scribe punctuating the  third  of the five sentences so as to
subordinate the rhetorical emphasis to a moral interpretation; another (by
merging two sentences) linking pain and joy with reassurances from the Father;
a third (by arranging the passage in two sentences) emphasizing the  paradox
of the dual nature of Christ; a  fourth (punctuating the passage as a single
sentence) providing a  neutral interpretation; a fifth (dividing the passage  into
two paragraphs) emphasizing the significance of the statement for the reader as
well as for Christ; and a  sixth  stressing the reassurances from the Father by
placing them  in  a  separate paragraph. Parkes demonstrates convincingly that
by adopting various  approaches  to punctuation scribes  could suggest  different
readings of the text—some close and  subtle, others more neutral and allowing
more freedom to the reader.

Kathleen  Scott  provides  an authoritative analysis of the illustration
and decoration of the manuscripts of the  Mirror, which is generally of  high
quality. Two of the surviving copies include miniatures, those  in the Advocates’
manuscript showing landscapes of a scope very rare in the period, and  a  further
twenty have varying numbers of borders, all  executed  professionally in a
distinctively English style.

An important focus of interest in Love has been his prose, first analysed
systematically by Elizabeth Salter in the 19505. Salter concluded  that  there was
an essential conformity between the style of the translated and original sections
of the  Mirror, and that while Love owed a considerable debt to Latin prose he
was nevertheless free from domination by Latin models. N.F. Blake suggests  a
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rather different view in an analysis of specimen passages from three different
sections of the  Mirror:  he finds a ‘cumulative and incremental’ style  in an
exposition of the  ‘Hail  Mary’ prayer; a ‘didactic and  exhortatory’ style in an
exposition  of the  ‘Our  Father’; and a more latinate style in the Treatise on the
Sacrament which ends the work.

Four  essays in the collection deal with the Waseda manuscript specifically.
Koichi Yukishima analyses its rubrication in relation to  that  of other manu-
scripts, and Akihiko Nakahara surveys its use of the  punctus elevatus.  Jeremy
Smith  localizes its language, which represents a ‘colourless regional usage’
typical of early fifteenth-century southern manuscripts; it can be localized in
the vicinity of  southern  Herefordshire, but may have been written in London
by a scribe who originally came from that area (the Waseda scribe also copied
the Advocates’ manuscript of the  Mirror  and the Petworth Chaucer, which
show similar linguistic characteristics). Michael Sargent, in  a  pendant to his
critical edition of the  Mirror  of  1992, examines  the Waseda manuscript’s
textual  affiliations, concluding interestingly that ‘it may have  been  a  specimen
copy, kept in the atelier in which it was produced for prospective book
purchasers to  examine  before commissioning copies made to their own
specifications’.

Finally, three  essays cover the  later  reception of Love. Lotte Hellinga
examines  the nine editions of the  Mirror  printed before the Reformation, which
show a remarkable stability in the text alongside  a  gradual modernization of
its language. Christopher de Hamel traces the post-medieval history of the
surviving manuscripts, five of which have now found their way to Japan. And
A.I. Doyle provides  a  retrospect and prospect for the study of the  Mirror,
suggesting as an area for further study the differences and similarities between
the surviving copies in comparison with other widely disseminated  texts  such as
Hilton’s  Scale  of Perfection.  The present volume provides a helpful starting
point for  this task, and  points  the way to further work (ideally comparative) on
Love’s style and conception of devotion.

BRENDAN BIGGS

GILES  0F  ROME’S  DE  REGIMINE PRINCIPUM.  Reading and  Writing
Politics  at  Court  and  University, c. l725—c.  1525.  Charles F. Briggs.  1999.
Cambridge University Press. £45.00. ISBN 0—521—57053—0.

Henry V, according to a contemporary commentator, ‘entirely laid  waste  all of
France with his death-dealing archers, according to the  most  famous advice
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given in .  . .  the  last  part of Giles’ book  On the rule of princes’. In his turn

Charles Briggs, the author of this  first  full-length study of  Giles’ book  and its

English audience, writes: ‘Proud and power-greedy men like  Thomas  of

Woodstock, Richard of York, and perhaps Richard III, may have  believed  that

their possession of and familiarity with the lore found in  texts  like  the De

regimine  added legitimacy to their pretensions to the royal  throne, . . .’. In  other
words, God help a country of which the leaders  read such  books! Giles of

Rome would have been horrified at being so misunderstood.

Fortunately both  commentators are mistaken: I am  sure  Henry V  did not

use  either Giles’ practical military advice (taken from Vegetius) or his moral

instructions (based on Aristotle, e.g.  ‘we do not wage war to wage war, but to

have peace’), when he left the  bouches inutiles, women and children, to starve in

the ditches of  Rouen.  I  cannot vouch for  Thomas  of Woodstock, but Richard

of York in any case was probably not the owner of the  copy of De  regimine  now

in the Lambeth Palace Library, and Richard III acquired it when he was still

duke  of Gloucester and  ignorant  of the future.  These  imperfections could have
been avoided if the  author  had been aware of Anne  Sutton’s  and my article on
Richard’s copy of  Giles’ book (with Peter  Hammond’s  analysis of its heraldry

in The  Ricardian, vol. 8, no. 101, 1988), and Anne’s and my later discussion of

it in  Richard  III '3  Books.  Another result of this omission is the  author’s  muddle

over the illustration on p. 69, which has the wrong caption, for though the page
is indeed f. 84 recto, the  coat  of arms is not the well-known one of St Edmund

(which is on f. 84  verso), but an obscure  coat  of  arms  that may represent  St

John of Beverley and further  confirm  the link of this copy (London, Lambeth

Palace, formerly Sion  College, MS Arc.  L  40.2/L 26) with Henry Percy, Earl

of Northumberland. Another reason for criticism of the present  study is the

complete lack of any reference to Richard  III’s book  collection in its  discussion
of English royal libraries (pp. 54—55), and the statement that Richard’s ex  libris
in his copy of De  regimine  principum  was consciously erased, ‘a common fate

of inscriptions in books formerly belonging to England’s  most  vilified

king’ (p. 70). One would like to  know  of just one example where this can be

verified. Also curious is the insistence of the author to call Henry Percy, Earl
of Northumberland (died 1455), ‘Henry Lord Percy’, when the inscription in

Bodleian Laud Misc. 702, calls him  inclitus  comes  Northumbri’.  The  problem
with such errors is, of course, that  the reader begins to wonder how  many

other slips  there  are in sections  that he/she  knows nothing about. Also, it makes

one sad, for ‘what is the purpose of historical  scholarship if it is to be

ignored’?, as Colin Richmond wrote recently (Southern  History, vol.  2
(1998—99), p. l).

The present study starts  with an introduction that explains the  problems
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encountered  because  of the large  number  of surviving manuscripts and the  plan
and the limitations of the  book; the first chapter covers Giles of  Rome’s  life and
work, his knowledge of Aristotelian philosophy and the  sources  he used, as
well as a brief  history of the work’s production and popularity with both  clerics
and‘noble readers. Chapter: 2..‘unpack[s] the evidence of the  manuscripts’ -by
looking at their date and place of origin and physical  aspects, including their
illuminatién, which is usually "absent or very simple, and the versions-and
translations of  Giles’ book and the other  texts  that were frequently bound up
with it, such as treatises on the art of war. It is concluded that the  book  was

very popular, spread  rapidly in France and Italy and then to the re'st of Europe
mainly thanks to the its uée in universities. The third chapter looks at the
occurrence of De  regimine  in English royal and aristocratic libraries. The first
instance among royals was perhaps Edward II, followed by Queen Philippa of
Hainault, who gave it to Edward III, Thomas  of Woodstock, and Henry V,

whose possible ownership is discussed at  some  length because  contemporariés
believed he knew Giles’ book and had used its advice on military matters;

one suspects that Henry read Vegetius’ De re  militari  with 'greater interést.
Richard II’s possible reliance on the book is quite c'orrectly put in perspective".
The  main  matter of chapter  4  is the English translation by John  T  revisa,
the mystery of its non-proliferation and its 'sole surviving copy, Bodleian
Library MS Digby 233, which has the Ownership inscription of Mary; Lady.
Hastings and Hungerford, who shared her motto with Richard III  (see  The
Ricardian, vol. 8, no.I102, 1988, pp. 120—21, where her Berkeley ancestry is
explained). .

Chapter 5, entitled ‘A university textbook’; after an interesting but brief
discussion of the  text  as a book of moral philosophy takes  the reader  through  a
long list  of scholarly owners in England, with details of  their  acquisition of the
book and more  general  information about the practice of borrowing and
donating books, and how  copies  of De  regimine  were produced in a format that
suited  the requirements of the  study‘of  moral philosophy, practical theology
and law. The physical evidence of how scholars used the  text  during their
ecclesiastical or governmental careers is covered in the  next  and  last chapter:
division, finding aids and other marginal notes, such as very short summaries.
The author believes that the frequency of marginalia in the  first  part of the
book  ‘often’ reflects  the great interest thatlscholarstook in ethics, rather  than
being‘proof of their attention running low. Abridgments also survive in con-
siderable numbers and the method by which  some  of these‘were made is given
in  detail, followed by an interesting section’on alphabetical indices and their
various types. Appendices include  a  descriptive list of manuscripts of English
origin or  provenance, brief  lists  of De  regimine  manuscripts in Latin of Fi'ench
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_.._  ..  -_~_.________  _._

further footnotes also provide useful guidance to other material in the Arundell

archive. The edition of the documents themselves appears competent and is

well  annotated. Placenames  are rendered as in the original, but modern

spellings 'are provided in  parentheses  and  also  used in the  index.  By contrast,

surnames  are indexed both under the manuscripts’ spelling and their more

familiar  modern  form, where applicable, and cross-references  given  where

necessary.
-  There  are  some  minor quibbles: particularly the initial two chapters of the

introduction, which are likely. to be consulted by a wider genealogist reader-

ship, suffer from a number‘ofannoying inaccuracies and inconsistencies. To

illustrate: the date of the death of  Katharine  Arundell née Chideock (died  9
April  1479) "is given_as 1478—80 (pp.  xxvii, clvi) and 1478—.79 (p. xliv) re-

spectively, whereas it could have been established more precisely from her
inquisition  postmortem  in the PRO. John, Lord  Dinham  (died 1501), named

correctly in the first instance (p.  xxx), is elsewhere (p: clvi) confused ,with his
younger brother Charles (died c.  1493).  On several occasions the editors’ failure

to consult  some  widely known and readily accessible original documents in the
PRO is surprising: if an inquisition  post mortem  survives in copy in..the
Arundell .archive, it is cited, otherwise the nineteenth-century Record

Commission  calendar is drawn upon. Likewise, the  1327  lay subsidy and later
taxes  are drawn upon for surname evidence, the 1450 subsidy—as  ‘  yet

unedited—is  not. '
Despite  these  minor flaws, the Arundell family tree provided 1s useful, .and

it IS  regrettable that  similar genealogies are not used to illustrate the descent of
other  parts of the  estate, as for instance in the  case of the earl of  Oxford’s  lands,

the~discussion  of which reduces the author to repeating the descent several

times within a few paragraphs (pp.  xxxiv—xxxv). -
Yet, all  these  are minor points and  should  not distract from the otherwise

splendid and highly useful  volume  which the  editors  have produced.  A  wide

readership will no doubt benefit  immensely from finally having even a small
selection of- documents from one of the  finest  private archives to  come into
public ownership in recent years readily available in print, and the selection is

sure to provide  encouragement  to many to  make  the journey to  Truro  for

themselves and to  explore  the full riches of the collection of which the editors
have given such a tantalizing foretaste.

1' HANNES  KLEINEKE

1

I  ' .1.
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LATE MEDIEVAL NORTHALLERTON.- Christine M. Newman. 1999.

Shaun  Tyas, Stamford. £19.95 (paperback). ' ISBN 1—900289—24-5.

Christine Newman has  provided  economic, social and administrative his-
torians of the period  circa  1470—1540  with  a  thoroughly researched and notably
detailed case-study of the small market  town  of Northallerton and its hinter-
land of over thirty neighbouring vills and townships. Stretching from just north
of Thirsk to the  banks  of the  Tees, and bounded by Richmondshire to the west
and the  North  Yorkshire  Moors  to the  east, Allertonshire had been  a  liberty of
the bishopric of Durham since the later eleventh century and, presumably, this
helps  explain the survival of so many valuable records. Newman has been able
to draw, in particular, on Allertonshire court rolls  deposited  in the North

Riding County Record Office at Northallerton and receivers’ accounts pre-
served in the University of Durham library: just over  a  hundred relevant court
rolls survive, covering all five of the liberty’s courts, and sixty-three receivers’
accounts.  Together, these and other local records such as wills and inventories

shed light on  a  rich variety of subjects ranging from episcopal administrative
procedures, judicial matters, tenurial patterns and measures to regulate and
control social behaviour to the nature and condition of the  local  economy,
standards of living and the interaction between Northallerton and its sur-
rounding countryside. Additionally, national records such as  poll  tax  assess-
ments  for 1377, muster returns for 1539 and subsidy rolls for 1543 and 1544
have enabled Newman to grapple, albeit tentatively, with demographic trends
in the liberty, and she has drawn constructively, too, on Chancery inquisitions

post  mortem, Duchy of Lancaster ministers’ accounts and  King’s  Bench mater-
ial deposited in the Public Record Office. Not all potentially interesting topics
could be covered: for instance, there is little evidence concerning the impact of
the  early Henrician Reformation on Allertonshire although, arguably, the  par-
ticipation of local men in the Pilgrimage of Grace might point to dissatisfaction
about recent  religious' changes.  Also, since most surviving documentation is
administrative in  character, it almost always reflects the preoccupations of
rulers rather than ruled. Even so, a remarkably full picture of many aspects of
local economic and social life has been possible.

Clearly, the economy of Allertonshire did not  flourish  during the later
fifteenth and early sixteenth  centuries, nor was there any significant demo-
graphic recovery following the earlier ravagcs of plague and pestilence. Poll tax
assessments  suggest  Northallerton itself had a  population  of about 750 in  1377,
and the liberty over 3,000, while subsidy returns of 1543 and 1544 point to
only 650 for the former and between 3,000 and 3,400 for the latter. Throughout

the period, moreover, Allertonshire remained a region of mixed  economy,
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containing arable, meadow, pasture, moorland and woodland, where  the keep-

ing of cattle, sheep and pigs went hand in hand with the growing of crops such

as wheat, barley, rye and oats; throughout, too, Northallerton was the liberty’s

economic and social hub, hosting a weekly market and annual fair, where

resident craftsmen and tradespeople provided a variety of services both for

their fellow townsfolk and the inhabitants of the rural hinterland. Yet sur-
viving financial records point strongly to a  stagnant  rural economy: rent and

farm values changed little even in the early sixteenth century; the bishop of

Durham’s  net income from the liberty (about  £230—£240  per annum) scarcely

fluctuated; and ordinary folk certainly found themselves vulnerable to every

economic downturn  circa  1470-1540. As for Northallerton, according to a

petition submitted to central government as late as the mid-15505  such  was the

poverty of its inhabitants that the town ‘is now in great ruin and  decay’, an

assessment  not significantly out of line with the evidence of contemporary

financial documents.
Despite the all-too-evident social implications of continuing economic

stagnation in Northallerton and its rural environs at the close of the Middle

Ages, Christine Newman has revealed a community that  remained stable,

socially coherent and, above  all, closely regxlated. All aspects of trading and
marketing in Northallerton were certainly subject to rigorous control, par-

ticularly the  participation  of outsiders in the  town’s  economic life; nevertheless,

the weekly Wednesday market and annual St  Bartholomew’s  fair were

clearly social occasions as well, when town and country people could  meet,
negotiate business and exchange  gossip in the convivial atmosphere of inn or
ale-house. Potentially disruptive  elements  were firmly dealt with: Scottish

itinerants, for  instance, could  expect little sympathy and, at least from the

1490s, Scots and their harbourers were regularly penalised; vagrants tended to

receive harsh treatment (although Northallerton had well-established pro-

vision for poor relief); and prostitutes, too, often incurred severe punishment if

they found themselves in court. Indeed, maintenance of law and order was a

paramount concern of Allertonshire’s ruling elite throughout the period.
Whatever was happening in southern England, recent research on the

north-east in the later fifteenth and early sixteenth  centuries  suggests a region

still in economic stagnation as late as 1540. Newcastle, Ripon and York, in

particular, all remained in recession. Now, as  a  result of Christine Newman’s

investigations, it is clear that Allertonshire and its market town were no excep-

tion; equally clearly, however, economic activity and social life continued

despite all the problems of the  time.

KEITH DOCKRAY
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Notices  of  Books  and  Articles

The following list consists of recent books and articles, mainly published in
the last twelve months, although earlier publications may be included. The
appearance of an item  does  not preclude its subsequent review.

BOOKS

Christiane Van den Bergen-Pantens, editor, Les  Chroniques  de  Hainaut  ou les

Ambitions d’un Prince Bourguignon.  2000.  450 pages, illustrated in b&w and
colour. Brepols Publishers, Turnhout, Belgium. BEF  1493  /  EUR 37.30  /
approx.  £22. ISBN 2—503—50924—X

Very detailed study by many specialists of every aspect  of  Brussels, Bibliothéque  Royal
Albert  I  MSS  9242-44:  date, text, purpose and  context, illustration and artists—
including the famous presentation miniature and the heraldry, dress and armour in the
illustrations—paint, ink, conservation and an extensive list of related manuscripts.

Gregory T. Clark, 'Made  in  Flanders’:  The  Master  of the  Ghent Privileges  and
Manuscript  Painting in the  Southern Netherlands  in the  Time  of Philip the  Good.
2000.  500 pages, 400 illustrations in b&w and colour. Brepols Publishers, Turn-
hout, Belgium. BEF  5486  I  EURO 137.15  /  approx.  £82. ISBN 2—503—50878—2

Elaborate study of the illuminator of  Vienna, Austrian National Library Cod.  2583, his

style, iconographical sources, and  innovations, as well as the secondary illumination of
the manuscript and all his other work. Catalogue of related manuscripts and appendices
on regional calendars and feasts.

Brigit Corley, Painting and  Patronage  in  Cologne 1300—1500, 300 pages, 280
illustrations, 30 in colour.  2000.  Harvey Miller Publishers,  London, an imprint

of Brepols Publishers, Steenweg op Tielen 68, B-2300 Turnout,  Belgium,  £68.
ISBN 1—8725-0151—6

Cologne  was wealthy, fashionable and the largest city in Northern Europe. The  book
traces  the development of its school of  painting from  the  Veronica  Master to the Master
of the St Bartholomew Altarpiece; a  translation of the guild regulations is provided,
with a  biographical index of patrons, and a handlist of surviving panels.

Kathleen L.  Scott, Ann E. Nichols and Michael T. Orr, An  Index  of Images  in
English Manuscripts from  Chaucer  to  Henry VIII. Fascicle  1: The  Bodleian
Library,  Oxford,  Collections,  Additional  to  Digby.  160 pages. 24 illustrations.
2000.  Harvey Miller Publishers, London, an imprint of Brepols Publishers,
Steenweg op Tielen 68, B-2300  Turnout,  Belgium,  £35.  ISBN 1—8725—0115—x
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Part of a series which will cover all images in English  late  Gothic manuscripts in collec-
tions throughout the world.  This  one covers 360 fifteenth-century manuscripts. With
glossary, indexes of authors and  texts,  pictorial subjects, coats of arms.

Margaret  Troke, A  Medieval  Legacy.  John Thavie’s  Bequest  to St  Andrew’s
Holborn, 1348—1998.  1999. 78 pages. Illustrated. St Andrew Holborn  Church
Foundation, 5, St Andrew Street, London  EC4  3AB.  £5  plus  54 pence  postage.

ISBN 0-9534076—0—8

Well illustrated and attactively produced history of the church, parish and people,
mostly, inevitably post  medieval, but it begins with the  bequest  from John  Thavie, linen
armourer  and tailor, of property to support the upkeep of the  church’s  fabric. He  died
in  1348, presumably a  victim of the  Black Death.

ARTICLES
David Grummitt, ‘The  defence of Calais and the development of gunpowder
weaponry in England in the late fifteenth century’, War in  History,  volume 7,
number 3, 2000, pages 253—72.

This  article  takes  the stance  that  the development and the use of gunpowder weapons
followed the  same  pattern in England as abroad, using the records of Calais to  sub-
stantiate the argument. From  1460s  the kings of England systematically modernised
their ordnance.

Alison  Hanham, ‘Text  and subtext:  Bishop John  Russell’s  parliamentary
sermons, 1483—1484’, Traditio, volume 54, 1999, pages  301—22.

Searches for the meaning of, and the intention behind, all the ‘drafts’ of  Russell’s
speeches in BL MS Cotton Vit. E x and concludes  that  he objected e.g. to the ‘act of
settlement’ and to the  princes’ illegitimacy being judged  in a secular court (in his last
version).

Jane Laughton and Christopher Dyer, ‘Small  towns in the  east  and west
Midlands in the later middle ages: a  comparison’, Midland History, volume 24,
1999, pages  24—52.

The small  towns  of Leicester, Rutland and Northampton (and Stamford) are compared
to the counties of Glourcester, Warwick and Worcester—areas which include  a  large
number  of small  towns  (less than  2,000  inhabitants). The period covered is 1200—1540.

Explanations are offered for differences, for example between  east  and  west, and
the cooperation and inter-relationships  between  towns  are examined. Figures and
tables.
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Sarah  Pedersen, ‘Piety and charity in the painted glass of late medieval  York’,
Northern History, volume 36, number 1, May 2000, pages  33—42.

A study of the  Blackburn  window (three lights showing St  Anne  teaching the Virgin to

read, St  Christopher  and St John the  Baptist) and the Corporeal Acts of  Mercy window

in All Saints, North Street, York, both  of which were given by members  of the

Blackburn family. Nicholas Blackburn mayor of York  1412  and  1429  and his wife

Margaret, and their son, Nicholas II and his wife Margaret II. The cults of St  Anne  and

St Christopher, and the influence of the Dominican friars on the family’s piety is

discussed, and the corporeal  acts  of mercy prompt  the author to  stress  the  link  between

the family and the well-known  Bolton Book  of Hours  once  owned by John  Bolton  and

Alice his wife, daughter of Nicholas 1.

Colin F. Richmond, ‘The  earl of Warwick’s domination of the  Channel; and

the  naval  dimension of the Wars of the Roses, 1456—1460’, Southern History,

volume  20/21, 1998—99, pages 1—19.

Describes  Warwick’s  successes as  ‘Keeper  of ‘he  Sea’ and their political importance and

impact, and points out the  general  relevance of what happened at sea for the history of

the period.

Lynn Staley, ‘Gower, Richard  II, Henry of Derby and the business of making

culture’, Speculum, volume 75, 2000, pages  68—96.

Argues that  the literature of the court changed because Richard II changed, from  a

‘festive’ and  ‘congenial’ prince to a formal and autocratic  king, and also  that  John of

Gaunt promoted the image of his  son—though not at  Richard’s expense—so that  the

‘myth’ of Henry IV was already established before he  became  king.

Suicide  in  Medieval England, Proceedings of  a  Colloquium  held at Magdalen

College, Oxford July 1999. (A special issue) The  Journal  of Legal History,
volume 21, number 1, April  2000.

Articles cover suicide as a felony, the law of suicide in England, suicide and the fear of

the  gallows, and the canon law on suicide.

Simon  Walker, ‘Rumour, sedition and popular protest in the reign of Henry

IV’, Past  and  Present, number 166, February 2000, pages 31—65.

Gives  a  detailed survey of all the pro-Richard rumours  during the reigns of  Henry IV

and Henry V, analyses  what was behind  them  and how their character  changed, and

how the Lancastrian government responded.

Jane Whittle and Margaret Yates, ‘Pays  reél  or  pays légal’?  Contrasting

patterns of land tenure and social structure in eastern Norfolk and western

Berkshire, 1450—1600’, The  Agricultural History Review, volume 48, part 1,

2000, pages 1—26.
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Uses  manorial records, tax returns and probate records. The premise that landholding
was very different in these  regions  is tested and the land market is examined. Other
subjects covered are sub-tenures and landlessness.

Deborah  Youngs, ‘Estate management, investment and the gentleman landlord
in later medieval England’, Historical Research, volume 73, number 181, June
2000, pages  124—41.

The source behind this article is the account book of Humphrey Newton, gentleman
and lawyer  (1466—1536), the landlord of a  small  ancestral estate at Newton, Cheshire,
married to the heiress, Ellen Fitton of Pownall. He compiled  a  commonplace  book, of
which his  extremely informal accounts (1498—1506) now form part, embellished  with
reflections, prayers, prophecies and poetry, and details of his legal and scribal activities.
An illuminating study of a small  estate  which provides  a good  contrast to  those  on the
larger  estates  of magnates. Newton engaged in several projects to improve his  estate,
including, for example, marling and a new fish pool, as well as an ambitious fulling mill;
and  duly recorded his  expenses  and gains.

Notes  on  Contributors

Brendan  Biggs  is a lecturer in English at Trinity College, Oxford. He has
published an edition of the earliest English translation of the  Imitatio  Christi.

Richard  Britnell  is Professor of History at Durham University. He studies the
social and economic history of the Middle Ages.

Tania  Colwell  is currently undertaking a PhD in medieval  history and literature
at the Australian National University. Her rgsearch focuses on a comparative
reception of  romance  in England and France, c. 1400—1600.

Keith Dockray, formerly of Huddersfield University, now  a  freelance lecturer in
Bristol.  Publications  include  source  books  on  Richard  III (1997), Edward  IV
(1999) and  Henry VI, Margaret  of Anjou  and the  Wars  of the  Roses  (2000).

Alison  Hanham  retired as Associate Professor of History at Massey University,
New Zealand, in 1993.
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Hannes  Kleineke  is a Research Fellow in the 1422—1504 section of the History
of Parliament. He has in the  past  worked on various aspects of the history of
later medieval Devon and Cornwall.

Livia  Visser-Fuchs  is finishing a  thesis on Jean de Wavrin’s historical work and
the reputation of Richard Neville, Earl of Warwick, in the Low Countries.

Instructions  to  Contributors  to The  Ricardian

Contributions are welcomed on any subject relevant to the  aims  of the  Society.
These may be illustrated by photographs (glossy prints showing good contrast) or
by line drawings. All contributions, including letters, must be typewritten, with
double  spacing and  adequate  margins, on one  side  of the paper only. Permission
must  be obtained for the use of copyright  material, but  this  is not usually necessary
for short  quotes. References  and footnotes must be given in one sequence at the
end of the article. Details need not be given in full for second and subsequent
references to the  same  source. They must take the form of the following examples:
R. Horrox and P.W. Hammond, eds., British Library Manuscript  433, 4  vols,
Upminster and London  1979-83, vol.  1, pp. 45—46.
Daniel Williams, ‘The hastily drawn up will of William  Catesby Esquire, 25 August
1485’, Leicestershire Archaeological  and  Historical  Society Transactions, vol.  51
(1975—6), p. 48.
Anyone interest in taking display advertisement space  -  full, half or quarter page
—  or in placing an insert should contact the Editor. (Classified advertisements
should be  sent  to the Editor of the Bulletin).

Contributions for the March  2001  issue of The  Ricardian  must reach Miss Anne
Sutton, 44 Guildhall  Street, Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk  IP33  lQF, by 30 January
2001.  Articles should be sent well in advance. Further advice on presentation may
be obtained from the  editor.
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THE RICHARD 111 AND YORKIST HISTORY TRUST

THE NIERCHANT TAYLORS’ COMPANY OF LONDON:

COURT lVIINUTES 1486-1493

Edited  and  Introduced  by Matthew Davies

%%%%§%
The minutes, which  cover  the  years  from 1486 to 1493, convey a  vivid and detailed  picture  of the  life  of the

Merchant Taylors’ Company at the end of the fifteenth  century.  In  accounts  of  more  than 400 meetings of
the  court,  the tailors of London are  shown  electing their Master and Wardens, presenting apprentices,
enforcing discipline, and making payments for religious  services  and their almsmen and  women.  The
minutes also  reveal  the part played by the  tailors  in the wider life of the City of London, through their
dealings with other  crafts,  the  city government and the  Crown. This  edition  prow‘des  a  fully translated
and annotated  version  of the  text, an extensive introduction, appendices, and an index of individuals and

subjects.

ISBN 1—900289-36-9 352 pages; illustrations and tables

Available to Members for £20 including p&p from  lheSales  Office,  PO Box 16, Denbigh, LL16  SZA.

Price  to Non-Members  £30,  including [:81]: from Paul Watkins Publishing Ltd,
18 Adelaide Street, Stamford, Lines. P159  ZEN.

Back Copies Of The  Ricardian
Limited  numbers  of some  back copies  ~of The  Ricardian  are  available  for purchase

from  Mrs P.  Ruffle, 11 De  Lucy Avenue, Alresford, Winchester, Hants., $024  9EU.

Telephone:  0962 732692. A list of the  copies available  can be  requested.

Charges (including postage  in the UK) are £1 per  copy for  numbers  83—84 and
£1.50  for no. 98  onwards. Would overseas members please  add an  extra

10 per  cent  for  surface mail  or 75 per  cent  per copy‘for air  mail.

Remittance  to be  made payable  to the  Richard  111  Society.

Ricardian  Indexes
Comprehensive author  and  subject  indexes to  articles, notes and  reviews  in all
issues  of The  Ricardian. -

1979-1984, volume  V and VI £1.00 1985—1987, volume  VII  £1.25
1988—1990, volume VIII £1.75 1991—1993, volume  IX £2.00
1994—1996, volume  X  - £3.50 1997—1999, volume  XII  £2.50

Prices include  postage and  packing. Cheques payable  to the  Richard  III  Society.

From: Sales Office, PO Box 247, Haywards  Heath, West Sussex  RH17 5FF.
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RICHARD  IH:  LOYALTY, LORDSHIP  AND LAW

Edited P.W. Hammond

A Reissue  with  corrections

Papers of the  Second Richard 111 Society Symposium April  1984, in new corrected
edition. '

Anne Crawford: The  Private Life  of John Howard:  A Study of  a Yorkist  Lord, his
Family and  Household.

Michael  K. Jones:  Richard  III and  Lady Margaret Beaufort:  A Reassessment.

Keith  Dockray:  Richard  III and the  Yorkshire Gentry.

Anne F.  Sutton:  ‘A  Curious  Searcher  for our  Weul Public’:  Richard  III, Piety,
Chivalry and the Concept of the ‘Good Prince’.

R.H. Helmholz: The  Sons  of Edward  IV:  A  Canonical Assessment of the Claim  that
they were  Illegitimate.

P.W.  Hammond and WJ.  White:  A Re-examination  of the  Evidence  on  their'Deaths  .
and on the  Bones  in  Westminster Abbey.

Norman Macdougall:  Richard  III and  James  1]], Contemporary Monarchs, Parallel
Mythologies.

Colin  Richmond:  1485  And All  That, or  what  was  going on at the  Battle  of Bosworth?

ISBN 1-900289—37—7

Available to  Members  for £13.00 inciuding p&p from the
Sales  Office, PO Box 16, Denbigh, LL16  SZA.

Price to  Non-Members  £19.50, including p&p from
Paul Watkins Publishing Ltd,

18 Adelaide Street, Stamford, Lincs. PE9 ZEN.


